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Abstract: Today, stereotypical and racialised imaginations of Muslims are pervasive on Dutch television.
This article traces the history of Dutch television coverage of Muslim immigrants through the lens of the
archive of Sound and Vision. It demonstrates that during their symbolic transformation from ‘guest workers’
to ‘ethnic minorities’ to ‘allochtonen’ and ‘Muslims’, television’s visual repertoire of Muslim immigrants has
become increasingly racially inscribed. Finally, it argues that the archive of Sound and Vision has played a
performative role in the emergence and persistence of racialised stock stereotypes of Muslim immigrants.
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1 Introduction
Today in the Netherlands, like elsewhere in Europe and beyond, public discourse on immigration and multiculturalism
is often conflated with Islam while symbolic violence against Muslim minorities has risen to epidemic proportions. In
their edited volume Dutch Racism, Essed and Hoving state that in the wake of 9/11 “gendered and racially inscribed
imaginations of ‘the Muslim’ or ‘the veiled’ woman became one of the most visible forms of racism.”1 Obviously,
television plays a key role in the perpetuation of these racially inscribed imaginations of Dutch Muslims; not only
does television reproduce racialised portrayals of Dutch Muslims through the stories it tells, but also through the
visual repertoire it uses to illustrate these stories. Stereotypical images, such as veiled Muslim women at the
market and praying Muslims, circulate daily on Dutch television and illustrate all sorts of stories about immigration,
multiculturalism, integration and even terrorism. While the negative and even racist connotations of this kind of
imagery might have become rather visible today, these connotations haven’t appeared out of thin air but have
emerged through the process of constant repetition. This raises the question of how and when did television’s visual
repertoire of Muslim immigrants become racially inscribed? How did television visualise stories about Muslim
immigrants in the past? And how did today’s rigid and racialised iconography of Muslims emerge?
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In this article I delve into Dutch television’s past and trace the history of television coverage of Muslim immigrants
through the lens of the archiving practices of the Institute of Sound and Vision. Ever since the arrival of Turkish and
Moroccan workers in the early 1960s, Dutch television has covered stories and produced an enormous amount of
images of Muslim immigrants. These stories and images have been preserved by the archive of Sound and Vision,
where they have been catalogued and made available for reuse through keywords and descriptions. In this article
I demonstrate that the characteristics that both Dutch television and the archive of Sound and Vision has assigned
to the typical Muslim immigrant have regularly changed and that over the course of time Turkish and Moroccan
‘guest workers’ have symbolically transformed into ‘ethnic minorities,’ ‘allochtonen’2 and finally ‘Muslims.’ I identify
four discursive formations and I present an analysis of the thematic patterns and the visual repertoires of television
coverage of Muslim immigrants in each discursive formation. I depart from the idea that Sound and Vision’s archival
descriptions not only reflect television’s changing discourses of Muslim immigrants, but also perpetuate the circulation
of generic images of Muslim immigrants by repeating stock shots and catering to television’s compelling need to
visualise abstract stories. Therefore, I also analyse what stock shots the archive has earmarked for reuse in new
contexts. I demonstrate that, while both television and the archive of Sound and Vision have always evaded
explicit reference to ‘race’ in their stories and descriptions, the visual repertoire of Muslim immigrants went through
a discernible process of racialisation. Finally, I argue that the archival descriptions have constantly reiterated this
process of racialisation and have played a performative role in the emergence and persistence of television’s racially
inscribed visual repertoire.
Despite an increasingly significant body of academic work on Western media coverage of Islam with a particular focus
on stereotypical depictions,3 hardly any research has been done on media coverage of Muslim immigrants in the
Netherlands.4 This analysis of Dutch television’s emergence and persistence of racialised visual repertoires of Muslim
immigrants adds a further element to the existing literature, that is distinctive in both the ground it covers and in the
methodological paradigm it brings to television historiography. This study aims to demonstrate that any understanding
of contemporary racialised media imaginations of Muslim immigrants requires a sense of their historical emergence
and development. Furthermore, by bringing the conceptual and methodological parameters of the archive to the study
of television history, this study aims to contribute to a better understanding of the cultural dynamics of the circulation of
visual stereotypes.
In the following sections I first elaborate on the theoretical notions of racialisation and stereotypes that inform this
research, before briefly sketching the conceptual parameters of the archive that I bring to the study of television
history and provide more information about the method that I have used to map the history of television coverage of
Muslim immigrants. I then present an analysis of the visual repertoires and the archival descriptions in the various
discursive formations. Finally, I demonstrate how racialised stock stereotypes of Muslim immigrants have emerged
through a process of reiteration and I argue that the archive of Sound and Vision has been an autonomous actor in
this process.

2 Conceptualising Racialisation and Stereotypes
Despite the fact that racialisation is a rather contested concept, I find it useful to analyse how television’s visual
repertoire of Muslim immigrants has become racially inscribed and to discuss newer forms of racism that are not only
based on skin colour.5 Various scholars have made the argument that, in the context of European post-Holocaust
sensitivities, new forms of racism have emerged that have recoded essentialist ideas about racial difference into other
categories of difference, such as culture, ethnicity and religion.6 In this article, I want to adopt Omi and Winant’s
classical definition of racialisation as “the extension of racial meaning to a previously racially unclassified relationship,
social practice, or group”7 and add the understanding that in the European post-war context ethnicity, culture and
religion have come to act as – in Kenan Malik’s phrasing – homologues of race.8 Also, I take my cue from Etienne
Balibar’s argument that “new racism” is a “racism without race”, that presents the need to “purify the social body, to
preserve ‘one’s own’ or ‘our identity from all forms of mixing, interbreeding or invasion” and that inscribes itself in
representations that are “articulated around stigmata of otherness (name, skin colour, religious practices).”9 Finally,
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I turn to Garner and Selod’s work on racialisation and Islamophobia which argues that racialisation is the “outcome
of a process” that “entails ascribing sets of characteristics viewed as inherent to members of a group because of their
physical and cultural traits.”10 Racialisation, I argue, is the effect of a historical process that homogenises all members
of a group on the basis of their physical and cultural traits (such as skin colour, language, clothing, and religious
practices) and that draws a line between ‘us’ and ‘them.’
Furthermore, this research builds on a paradigm for understanding stereotypes that rejects the notion of the stereotype
as a misrepresentation of a given reality and instead considers stereotypes as forms of representation that are
systematically implicated in repetition. Firstly, I find Homi Bhabha’s notion of the stereotype as a “fetishistic mode of
representation” that simultaneously articulates fear of and desire for the other helpful to understand both television’s and
the archive’s compulsive repetition of “the same old stories” of Muslim immigrants (or in this case, the same old
images).11 Rey Chow and Mireille Rosello help to further conceptualise and comprehend the repetitive nature of
stereotypes.12 Chow returns to the original coinage of the word stereotype – that refers to the mould that was used
in mass printing to duplicate pages and Walter Lippmann’s notion of “pictures in our heads” – and characterises
stereotypes as: “forms of representing (human beings) that involve, as in the case of printing, a deliberate process
of duplication.”13 Thereby Chow also underlines the fundamental visuality of stereotypes. Similarly, Rosello directs
attention to the formal structure of stereotypes, to their high degree of what she has coined “iterativity”: the memorability,
quotability and timelessness of stereotypes.14 Rosello maintains that stereotyping practices are both the cause and the
effect of an alliance between time and memory that develops into a vicious circle: stereotypes are successful because
they are memorable, and their memorability is directly linked to their timelessness, which in turn increases their
quotability and memorability.15 Chow’s notion of the stereotype as a form of representational duplication and Rosello’s
concept of iterativity are useful to understand how certain generic images of Muslim immigrants have become racially
inscribed through a process of repetition and to draw my attention to the media mechanisms that underlie this process.

3 Reading the Archive along the Grain
Theoretically, this article draws on a constructivist paradigm of archives, in which the archive is conceptualised as
a spokesman of the language of discursive formations, as a monument to configurations of power, as a site of
knowledge production, and as a place where cultural memory is manufactured.16 In particular, I build on Michel
Foucault’s notion of the archive as “the set of rules which at a given period and for a given society define the limits and
forms of the sayable” and on his archaeological method for the analysis of discourse.17 Archaeology is in Foucault’s
definition concerned with discovering discontinuities in the archive’s manifest appearance of discourses and with
describing historically variable discursive formations – organized systems of statements that produce meaning
relationally and acquire a unity throughout time.18 Ann Laura Stoler, who is directly influenced by Foucault promotes a
reading of the archive that also focuses on archival forms and practices.19 Stoler suggests reading the archive “along
the archival grain” and to identity “the conditions of possibility which shaped what could be written, what warranted
repetition […].”20 She furthermore argues that “[…] to understand an archive, one needs to understand the institutions
that it served. One needs to understand […] what quotes are cited […].”21 For Jacques Derrida, conceptualizing the
archive is not “a question of the past” but “a token of the future,” an anticipation of the future.22
Since Sound and Vision’s mission is not only to preserve television heritage, but also to facilitate the reuse of its
holdings for the various Dutch broadcasting organisations, I consider the archival metadata that Sound and Vision has
used to disclose its collection not only as reflections of various discursive formations on Muslim immigrants, but also as
acts that anticipate future use.23 For the broadcasters, the archive is primarily a collection of stock footage and therefore
Sound and Vision uses a shot-based catalogue, in which certain non-specific images (“shots”) have been highlighted as
having a potential for reuse.24 Thereby the archive extracts these images from their original semantic context and
places them – in Tom Nesmith’s apt phrasing – on a “pedestal” to be cited in new contexts.25 In order to understand
how television’s visual repertoire of Muslim immigrants has emerged and evolved, it is crucial to analyse the archival
descriptions that are involved in television’s continuous dissemination of generic, racialised, and stereotypical imagery
of Muslim immigrants. Although Sound and Vision has not documented how their archival material is reused, it can be
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construed that the highlighting of stock shots to facilitate television journalists in their quest for readily available images
has a performative dimension that feeds into the persistence of a rigid visual repertoire of Muslim immigrants.26 I argue –
following Chow’s and Rosello’s conceptualisation of stereotypes – that the generic stock shots of Muslim immigrants that
the archive of Sound and Vision has highlighted are explicitly designed for duplication and consequently enhance the
iterativity (the quotability, memorability and timelessness) of racialised visual stereotypes of Muslim immigrants.
In line with the Foucauldian method of archaeology and Stoler’s recommendation to read the archive along the grain,
I have taken the (former) iMMix catalogue of Sound and Vision as the starting point of my research and I have let the
metadata that Sound and Vision has used to disclose its collection guide me through television history.27 My research
covers the period from 1960 to 2010, and traces the keywords “Muslims” and “Islam” through the archive. First of all I
have indicated the total amount of programmes/items about the Dutch context that these keyword rendered in each
decade.28 Since the iMMix catalogue specifies which additional keywords the material has received, I have also
investigated how the keywords of “Muslims” and “Islam” were interrelated with other key words, such as “foreign
workers” (buitenlandse werknemers) and “ethnic minorities”(etnische minderheden). For each decade, I have
identified the thematic patterns and the visual repertoire of the television coverage of Muslim immigrants and I have
investigated what generic stock shots have been selected for reuse by the archival descriptions.29 Finally, I have
identified four discursive formations, based on the historical moments during which the dominant keywords to label
programmes about Muslim immigrants, the language that television used to talk about Muslim immigrants, and the
thematic patterns of television coverage began to shift.30

4 T
 he Sixties and Seventies: T he Discur sive For mation
of the Single Male Guest Wor ker
As is true for several other European countries, the arrival of Muslims in the Netherlands was mostly the result of
large-scale labour immigration.31 Since the early sixties, post-war reconstruction efforts and economic growth had led
to shortages of low-skilled workers in various sectors of the Dutch industry and companies started to employ “guest
workers” from Southern European countries and later from Turkey and Morocco. During the first two decades of labour
immigration, the attitude of the Dutch government was determined by the idea that labour immigration would be
temporary. The government did not implement any immigration policy and favoured the term “guest workers” over
“immigrants” to stress the temporality of their stay.32

Figure 1. Still from the titles of Hier en Daar een Marokkaan (Here and There a Moroccan) (RKK, 29-12-1970) and from an infomercial to promote
understanding for foreigners (Postbus 51, RVD, 01-01-1975).
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In this discursive formation, the bulk of television programmes that featured Turkish and Moroccan labour immigrants
addressed their harsh socio-economic conditions and were labelled by Sound and Vision with the keyword “foreign
workers” (buitenlandse werknemers).33 The predominant themes that ran through television coverage were their
miserable housing conditions, their exploitation by Dutch employers, the (helpful and reluctant) attitude of the Dutch,
their struggle for emancipation, and their illegalisation.34
The tone of the coverage was often engaged and many programmes advocated tolerance and critiqued the myth of
Dutch hospitality. Programmes such as Hier en Daar een Marokkaan (Here and There a Moroccan) and Postbus 51
public service announcements were exemplary for the climate in these years, in which the guest worker – male,
separated from his family and struggling for his emancipation – was mainly spoken of as a working-class foreigner
who should be approached with tolerance (see figure 1).35

Figure 2. A selection from stills from Journaal (NOS, 01-01-1968) (a), Zienswijze (NOS, 23-11-1969) (b), Van Gewest tot Gewest (NOS, 06-11-1974)
(c, d) and Journaal (NOS, 17-10-1974).

In these initial years, television only sporadically addressed the religious identity of the Turkish and Moroccan
immigrants. The coverage that did revolve around their religious identity (and that was additionally labelled with the
keyword “Muslims” or “Islam”) was limited to stories about the nature of their religious rituals and celebrations, the
lack of facilities to practice their faith, their struggle for emancipation in the religious sphere and the opening of the
first mosques.36 The recurrent visual motifs were men performing communal prayers, men reciting the Quran,
close-ups of men kneeling and bending to the ground while proclaiming “Allahu Akbar,” exteriors and interiors of
mosques, and close-ups of Arabic writing (see figure 2). Television’s gaze displayed a fascination for the unfamiliar,
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exotic performance of the unfamiliar rituals of Islam, exhibiting a sense of curiosity towards the nature of Islam and
stressing its otherness (see figure 3 for more examples).37

Figure 3. A selection of stills from Attentie (NCRV, 11-02-1966) (a, b, c, d), Journaal (NOS, 01-01-1968) (e), and Televizier (AVRO, 25-03-1965) (f).

Remarkably, the archival descriptions of this coverage reiterated television’s fascination for the rituals and externals of
the Islamic religion. Sound and Vision has persistently earmarked the above described imagery as stock shots for
reuse. The archival descriptions have mentioned for example: “a praying Muslim,”38 “prayers in a mosque,”39
“communal prayer,”40 “Muslims praying on the knees and bending to the ground,”41 “a mosque in the Netherlands,”42
“exterior and interior of mosque,”43 “announcement by muezzin from minaret”44 (see figure 4 for examples).
Apparently, Sound and Vision shared television’s interest in the Muslim’s prayer and place of worship and valued this
imagery as reusable in new contexts. Sound and Vision also highlighted stock shots of mosques and prayers in
descriptions of programmes that did not explicitly address the religious identity of the Turkish and Moroccan
immigrants. These programmes revolved around other aspects of their lives and never mentioned their religion, but
did include some images of a mosque and/or prayer. Strikingly, exactly these images were highlighted by the archival
descriptions (and consequently the programmes were tagged with the keyword “Islam”).45 So Sound and Vision’s
interest in imagery of mosques and prayers did not always arise from the thematic structure of the programmes on the
guest-worker and took on an autonomous dimension.
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Figure 4. Descriptions of stock shots from Kenmerk (IKOR, 16-01-1967) (“A praying Muslim” and “Ext. Mobarak mosque in The Hague”) and
‘T Zand (RKK, 14-06-1979) (“prayers at home,” “communal prayer” and “praying Muslims”).

5 T
 he Eighties: T he Discur sive For mation of Ethnic
Minorities and the Per manent Settlement of Muslims
In the beginning of the eighties, the Dutch government abandoned the symbolism of the immigrant as guest,
recognised that the Turkish and Moroccan immigrants were in the country here to stay, and finally, in 1983,
implemented a national immigration policy (“minority policy”) with the formula: “integration with the preservation of
cultural identity.”46 This policy was aimed at fighting the deprivation of minorities and at promoting tolerant pluralism.
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The period was marked by severe economic depression and mass unemployment, while the immigration from Turkey
and Morocco kept rising as a result of family reunification and marriage immigration.47 The “guest workers” became
“ethnic minorities” permanently settled in the Netherlands while Islam was gradually institutionalised.48

Figure 5. Stills from the titles of the programmes Een Beetje Anders Hier en Daar (KRO, 25-10-1982) and
Medelanders Nederlanders (KRO, 05-09-1981).

In this new discursive formation, the archival descriptions of programmes about Turkish and Moroccan immigrants
replaced the keyword “foreign workers” with “ethnic minorities” (“etnische minderheden”). An increasing amount of
these programmes were labelled with “Muslims” and “Islam.”49 In these years, the Moroccan and Turkish immigrants
were mainly spoken of in terms of ethnicity and culture, while their religious identity became more visible on television.
The predominant themes that ran through the television coverage of “ethnic minorities” were their unemployment, their
deprived socio-economic conditions, remigration, the arrival of the second generation, the emancipation of women,
education of the second generation, the emergence of “black” schools, and racism and discrimination by the Dutch.50
In line with government policy, television advocated tolerance in various special programmes about ethnic minorities,
such as Een Beetje Anders Hier en Daar (A Little Different Here and There) and Medelanders Nederlanders
(Immigrants Fellow Dutch) (see figure 5). Here – and this is rather symptomatic for the culturalisation of the discourse
in these years – television advocated tolerance by emphasising cultural and ethnic difference. Increasingly, television
began to use the ethnicity, culture and religion of Turkish and Moroccan immigrants as markers of difference and, in
Malik’s phrasing, as homologues of race.51
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Figure 6. A selection of stills from Televizier (AVRO, 07-03-1986) (a), Tijdsein (EO, 23-11-1988) (b), Kenmerk (IKON, 13-02-1989) (c, d, e), Achter
het Nieuws, (KRO, 19-03-1989) (f), and Brandpunt (KRO, 04-07-1983) (g, h)

In the television coverage that addressed the Islamic identity of the Turkish and Moroccan immigrants (and that was
also labelled with “Islam”), the variety of themes associated with Islam began to broaden. Television now reported on
the efforts of Muslim immigrants to institutionalise their religious rituals, on the opening of mosques and on the nature
of (contested) rituals such as halal slaughter and circumcision.52 Women and children gradually entered the televisual
narratives and television began to report on the foundation of Islamic schools and on the (alleged oppressed) position
of Islamic women.53 And finally, towards the end of the decade (in particular after the Rushdie affair in 1989), the issue
of Islamic fundamentalism entered television’s news agenda.54 While the typical Muslim on television was still male,
praying, celebrating meals with his family, opening mosques and Islamic schools, he began to be occasionally
suspected of having fundamentalist ideas and of being implicated in religious practices that were seen in conflict with
the values of the Dutch nation. In addition to the familiar images of communal prayers, exteriors and interiors of
mosques, close-ups of Arabic writing, and the celebration of Islamic festivities, new images entered the repertoire,
such as children attending Quran school and young veiled girls in the newly opened Islamic schools (see figure 6).
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Since television now began to use the familiar imagery of the Muslim’s prayer and place of worship in stories that did
not deal with actual practices of Islam, or in stories that framed these practices as problematic, the religious imagery
began to operate as a marker of otherness and began to gradually gain negative and stereotypical connotations.
Television’s gaze now started to not only display fascination for the Muslim other but also fear.

Figure 7. Stills from Brandpunt (KRO, 04-07-1983)

Additionally, television started to visualise its stories with all sorts of images of (Muslim) migrants and veiled women in
public spaces, including markets, streets and Islamic butcheries (see figure 7). Here, television’s gaze was completely
structured around, in Balibar’s words, “the stigmata of otherness” of these migrants: around their different skin colour,
physical appearance and dress.55 Dutch photographer Cigdem Yuksel has coined this kind of imagery “safari” images;
a term that I find apt to describe television’s unifying racialising gaze that is at play here, as it tracks non-white
ethnicity and otherness ‘in the wild’.56 The emergence of these safari tropes is symptomatic – I argue – for television’s
discovery that these (Muslim) migrants were here to stay and were already part of the fabric of Dutch society.
Television began to use these safari tropes both in more general stories about “ethnic minorities,” and in stories that
explicitly revolved around Islam and even Islamic fundamentalism (see figure 8). Thereby, television constantly
stressed the otherness of Turkish and Moroccan migrants and, in the latter case, associated them with Islamic
fundamentalism on the basis of their physical appearances.

Figure 8. A selection of safari tropes from Tijdsein (EO, 23-11-1988), that revolved around the dangers of Islamic fundamentalism.
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Again, the archive of Sound and Vision has insistently highlighted the core generic images of television’s visual
repertoire of Muslim immigrants as stock shots for reuse. The descriptions kept earmarking shots of exteriors and
interiors of mosques (e.g. “int. and ex. mosque in the Netherlands”57) and communal prayers (e.g. “prayers of
Muslims,”58 “Muhammadan prayer”59). Over and over again, the archive has attributed importance to images of the
Muslim’s prayer and place of worship and has further enhanced the iterativity (the timelessness, memorability and
quotability) of this kind of generic imagery. The archival descriptions also started to reiterate the safari images of
(Muslim) immigrants in public space. The archival descriptions mentioned for example: “diverse shots of Muslims on
the market”60 and “market in the Netherlands with a lot of ethnic minorities”61 (see figure 9). These descriptions, that
were obviously purely based on the bodily appearances and dress of the people depicted on television, further
naturalised and reified their otherness.

Figure 9. Examples of description of stock shots in a. Televizier (AVRO, 07-03-1986) (besides “div. shots of praying Muslims” and “ext. and int.
mosque,” the description mentions “div. shots of Muslims on the market) and b. De Islam (STV, 11-11-1987)
(“market in the Netherlands with a lot of ethnic minorities”).

6 T
 he Nineties: T he Discur sive For mation of
Allochtonen and the Emergence of Hostility
towards Muslims
In the 1990s, the attitude of the Dutch government towards the preservation of the cultural identities of immigrants
came under pressure as the result of the publication in 1989 of a report by the Advisory Council on Government Policy
(“Allochtonenbeleid”), that warned that the integration of minorities was bound to fail. The publication of this report
ushered the era of what Baukje Prins described a “new realism”.62 The government implemented a new policy that
demanded more participation from minorities, that addressed them as individuals instead of groups, and that focused
on their integration in Dutch society. The Rushdie affair (1989) had aroused anti-Islam sentiments and politicians such
as Frits Bolkestein and Pim Fortuyn took a lead in the promotion of a hostile attitude towards Muslims. Over the
course of the nineties, the public debate on immigration, the multicultural society and Islam began to harden.
In this new discursive formation, television becomes preoccupied with the issue of the multicultural society and the
integration of “allochtonen.” Both in the archive of Sound and Vision and on television, the labels “ethnic minorities,”
“allochtonen” and “Muslims” started to become discursively entangled.63 In these years, television privileged narratives
of (Moroccan) criminality, segregation in impoverished old city quarters, the continuing socio-economic deprivation of
minorities, unemployment, discrimination and racism, the position of migrant women and other integration issues.64
Television reported on the increasing fear of Islamic fundamentalism, on the emerging hostility towards Islam, on the
11
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rise of Islamic schools, and on various issues relating to the (alleged failed) integration of Muslims. This decade
witnessed television’s mounting obsession with the figure of the veiled Muslim woman, framed as either repressed or
emancipated in the televisual narratives.65

Figure 10. Examples of safari tropes from: Twee Vandaag (25-05-1998) (a-c), Impact (VARA, 19-03-1991) (e), and
Achter het Nieuws (VARA, 28-01-1992).

Television’s preoccupation with the allochtoon, the Muslim and the issue of integration produced an increasingly
racialised visual repertoire. Television’s inclination to use safari tropes – Muslim looking men (often bearded and
wearing traditional dress) and veiled women on markets and streets – intensified immensely (see figure 10). The
veiled woman in public space became a recurrent visual motif in all sorts of narratives about the problems of
multicultural society and the alleged failed integration of Muslims.66 Television’s obsessive repetition of images of
veiled women and Muslim looking men on the street now began to take the form of, in Bhabha’s phrasing, a “fetishistic
mode of representation” and reflected an increasing fear for non-white ethnicity and Islam, and a need to delineate ‘us’
(the white and Christian Dutch nation) from ‘them.’67 Furthermore, generic images of mosques and prayers as markers
of otherness were now repeatedly used to visualise stories about the lack of integration of Muslims and the dangers of
Islamic fundamentalism, thus accruing more stereotypical and racialised connotations (see figure 11).68 Thereby,
television homogenised Muslims as badly integrated and potentially dangerous on the basis of their religious practices
and further contributed to the process of their racialisation.
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Figure 11. Stills from Tijdsein (23-10-1996) about the failed integration of Muslims (a, e), Hier en Nu (13-03-1995) (b, c, f) and
Achter het Nieuws (28-01-1992) about the rise of Islamic fundamentalism.

The archive of Sound and Vision continued to play a performative role in television’s dissemination of these racialised
tropes of Muslim otherness. The detailed shot descriptions kept highlighting exteriors and interiors of mosques and
communal prayers and thereby kept adding to the iterativity of these visual stereotypes of Muslim otherness. Besides,
stock shots of Muslim men, women and children in public space began to dominate the archival descriptions and
began to take various forms, such as: “diverse shots of Muslims,” “diverse street shots with allochtonen and women
with headscarves,”69 “diverse shots of Muslims in mosques, shops, and tearooms,”70 “street shots with Muslims,”
“Muslims on the street,”71 “shopping Muslim women,”72 “veiled women at the market,” “Muslims in an Islamic butchery,”
and “women with headscarves on the street” (see figure 12). Here, ‘Muslimness’ was read from these individuals on
the basis of physical appearances and operated as a signifier of non-white and non-Dutch otherness. Obviously, these
archival descriptions not only reflected television’s obsession with and fear of Muslims, but also further contributed to
the process of racialisation of Muslims and to the consolidation of a rigid iconography that consisted of a small amount
of stock stereotypes.
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Figure 12. Examples of description of stock shots in a. Netwerk (AVRO, 13-02-1997) (besides “praying and reading man in mosque”, the description
mentions “div. street shots with allochtonen and women with headscarves”), b. Nieuwe Buren (AVRO, 10-03-1994) (besides “diverse shots of a
mosque with praying people,” the description mentions: “shopping Muslim women”), c. Journaal (NOS, 12-02-1992) (“street shots with ethnic
minorities and women with headscarves”), d. Tijdcodes (16-01-1992) (“street shots with Muslims”) and e. Jeugdjournaal (NOS, 13-03-1992)
(“with nice shots of praying Muslims in a mosque and girls with headscarves in class”).
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7 2
 000–2010: T he Discur sive For mation of Danger ous
Muslims and Failed Integration
During the first few years of the new millennium, the publication of Paul Scheffer’s “The Multicultural Drama” (2000)
and the traumatic events of 9/11 (2001) and the assassination of filmmaker Theo van Gogh (2004) by a radicalised
Dutch Muslim seriously disturbed the country and resulted in an extreme polarisation of the debates about integration,
multiculturalism and Islam.73 Throughout the decade, several incidents and events, such as the rise of populist
politician Geert Wilders and the controversy surrounding his anti-Islam film Fitna (2008), caused commotion in Dutch
society. The debates about integration and multiculturalism now began to completely centre on Islam and integration
became the buzzword of this era. And the latent fear of Islam that had surfaced from the end of the eighties was now
fully projected onto Dutch Muslims.

Figure 13. Stills from De Grote Integratieshow (The Great Integration Show) (BNN, 2002) and
from Netwerk (KRO, 23-09-1002) about failed integration.

Not surprisingly, in this discursive formation television became obsessed with stories about the alleged failure of
integration of (Muslim) immigrants and the amount of programmes that were tagged with the keywords “Muslims”/
“Islam” increased dramatically compared to the nineties. Both on television and in the archive, the topics of “ethnic
minorities,” “allochtonen” and “Muslims” became very much entwined.74 Television continued to report on issues
related to the (alleged) lack of integration of allochtonen, such as segregation in old city quarters, segregation in the
realms of education and ‘black’ schools, and (Moroccan) criminality.75 Besides, television became totally fixated on
the ‘Islam debate’ and on the issues of the radicalisation of young Muslims, ‘home-grown’ terrorism, hate-preaching
imams, contested mosques, fundamentalism in Islamic schools, repressed veiled women, women in ‘burqa’ and
other issues associated with fundamentalism and terrorism.76 In this discursive formation, the radicalised and
fundamentalist Muslim and the fully covered Muslim women became the exemplary figures of the allochtoon whose
integration had ultimately failed.
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Figure 14. Stills from Reporter (KRO, 04-02-2007) about Islamic fundamentalism (a, b, c), EenVandaag (TROS, 08-02-2008) about failed integration
(d, e) and Netwerk (EO, 06-05-2002) about Islamic extremism (f).

In these years, the racialisation of television’s visual repertoire of Muslims further intensified. Safari images of veiled
women (sometimes fully covered) and Muslim looking men on streets and markets dominated the repertoire of
television’s stories about the failure of integration of allochtonen and the dangers of Islamic extremism and
fundamentalism. Besides, television often visualised stories about Islamic fundamentalism and terrorism with the
familiar images of communal prayers and mosques, that now became heavily burdened with even more negative
connotations (see figure 14). By constantly associating the Muslim’s place of worship, the Muslim’s dress and the
Muslim’s prayer with failed integration, fundamentalism and terrorism, television racialised these religious markers of
identity and amalgamated Muslims into a homogenous group with innate characteristics, such as violence, extremism,
misogyny and incompatibility with Dutch values. Television’s compulsive repetition of these visible symbols of Islam
clearly displayed an increasing fear for the ‘Islamification’ of the Dutch nation (see figures 14 and 15).

Figure 15. Stills from TweeVandaag (EO, 03-02-2002) about women wearing “burqa”
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Yet again, the archival descriptions of the broadcast material kept persistently reiterating all these dominant stock
stereotypes: exteriors and interiors of mosques, (communal) prayers, veiled women on the market, and allochtonen
and Muslims on the street (see figure 16). Descriptions such as “Muslims on the street,” “shopping veiled Muslim
women,” “orthodoxly dressed Muslims,” “Muslim women with burqa” and “young Dutch Muslim woman with niqab at
the table with blond parents” evidently exhibited fear for contamination of the Dutch identity by Islam and revealed the
continuing racialisation of Muslims (see figure 16). And again, these descriptions were designed to duplicate these
visual stereotypes and thereby further added to their iterativity, even as additional connotations were added, as we
have seen above.

Figure 16. Examples of description of stock shots in a. Netwerk (09-12-2002) (the description of this item about Muslim terrorism mentions “ext.
mosque in Almere and “praying Muslims in a mosque in Almere”), b. Netwerk (29-06-2009) (“veiled Muslim women shopping on the market”), c.
Twee Vandaag (29-09-2008) (“praying Muslims” and “woman with niqab (only eyes uncovered) in the street”) and d. De Donderdag Documentaire
(IKON, 01-12-2005) (“young Dutch Muslim woman with niqab at the table with blond parents”).

8 Conclusion
By tracing the history of Dutch television’s representation of Muslim immigrants through the lens of the Sound and
Vision archive, this article has demonstrated that during their symbolic transformation from “guest workers” to “ethnic
minorities” to “allochtonen” and “Muslims,” television’s rigid visual repertoire became increasingly racially inscribed. The
generic images of mosques and communal prayers now carry connotations far beyond their initial significance and have
become stock stereotypes. Where in the initial decades of Islamic immigration, these images illustrated stories about
the actual rituals and practices of Islam, from the eighties onwards they have compulsively been employed in a wide
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range of stories, such as the failure of integration and the dangers of Islamic fundamentalism and terrorism. Also,
images of veiled women and Muslims in public spaces – the safari tropes that emerged in the eighties – have been
similarly transformed. By obsessively repeating the same images over and again in stories that did not necessarily deal
with the rituals and appearances of the Islamic religion, television has suggested causal relations between the religion
of Islam and all sorts of societal problems and has amalgamated Muslims into a homogenous group. Images of the
Muslim’s place of worship, the Muslim’s religious prayer, and the Muslim’s bodily appearance have emerged as
racialised through this process of reiteration and have become heavily burdened with stereotypical connotations. These
images have been used to mark the strangeness, otherness and sometimes even the threat of Muslims, and they
evidently displayed a fear of contamination of the white Dutch nation by Muslim immigrants.
The resilience of these stereotypical images resides – I argue – not necessarily in their semantic content, but in their
high degree of iterativity: their timelessness, memorability and quotability. Finally, the archive of Sound and Vision has
played a performative role in the development of this process of stereotyping into a vicious circle by persistently
translating television’s stock stereotypes of Muslim immigrants into instantly quotable visual units. Its practice of
describing stock shots such as praying Muslims and veiled women on the market was aimed at facilitating further
duplication of these already stereotyped and racialised images. And since these descriptions were purely based on
the physical appearances of Muslim immigrants, the archive has constantly naturalised, reiterated and reified the
process of racialisation. For future research, it would be interesting to further ground this argument empirically, by
using image recognition tools that are currently being developed to map the actual reuse of the footage that has been
highlighted by the archival descriptions.
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